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ABSTRACT

NURUL MAGFIRAH. 2017 . Students’ Perception Toward Cultural
Awareness As A Contributing Factor In Learning English As A Foreign Languange In
Muhammadiyah University Of Makassar. (A Descriptive Research of Students at
English Department Year 2013 at Muhammadiyah University of Makassar) supervised
by Sulfahsyah and Awalia Azis .

Related to the education system, where English becomes a primary subject to
learn in any level of education, from elementary to university, but there is still a limit, a
measurement to differ the bad and good point from their point of view which is
influenced by Islamic concept. In this case especially in University such as Universitas
Muhammadiyah Makassar where the student of English department learning English,
they have to learn and know the background culture of English which are differents
from their local culture. It is interesting to find out their perception during the process.
This research was conducted to analyze students’ perception toward cultural awareness
on the student who have learning cross-cultural  understanding  and  their
understanding  about   cultural awareness. The purposes of this research are to find out
knowledge about culture and language, and the perception toward cultural awareness as
a contributing factor, directly or indirectly when they have been learning the outside
culture from the language.

The population of this research were students of academic year 2013, English
Education of the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education who having class namely
cross-cultural understanding. A population students selected for this study were taken of
academic year 2013. the researcher selected 40 students as research sample. The
sampling technique was purposive sampling. In collecting data the researcher used some
techniques, they are; questionnaire. The results of this research showed positive
perception (62%) of cultural awareness as a contributing factor in learning English and
the students agree it is impossible to learn English without cultural awareness.
Besidesit, they have good knowledge about cultural awareness. However, study of
student’s perception toward cultural awareness as a contributing factor was not clear
and it is needed more research .
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

In this globalization era,English is very important to learn. The English

language is officially big in bussiness and communication,so we begin to learn

our mother tounge,as we know many countries did not use English as their

mothertounge or as their second langaunge or third languange after their local

languange. It give effect to us for think that its really important to learn English as

a foreign language and most people all over the word use its as a mean of

communication in social.

Learning English as foreign language is really important for students future.

There has been increased awaraness that our primary concern is teaching people

rather taht teaching subject matter. We recognize that each individual is unique.

So we find then first essential part of teaching English,that is,the students.

Teaching English as a second of a foreign language is not an easy task. There are

basic principles common to tell googd language teaching. To establish this it helps

to use ideas from sociology and physocilogy. Learning English as a foreign

languange is not only focusing on languange by understanding word by word,but

also including culture as a contributing factor that learned directly or indirectly.

Because of it,learning foreign languange involves developing ab awareness of the

ways in which cultureinterrelates with languange whwnever it is used.

It is impossible to speak English without a mother tounge accent, even

soomebody who uses English only in the local community. Culture is one of the
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factors that make different between two accents. Many people have argued that

learning native culture is the key to succes in learning foreign languange.

Additionally, accordingto Kitoi (as cited in Yakup Doganay,2012:108) there are

somebenefits of a cultural awareness, that are:

1) Studying culture gives students a reason to study

thetarget language and can be a good motivational

tool.

2) One of the major problems in language teaching is

toenable students think in the language they learn.

3) Providing access into cultural aspects of

language,learning culture would help learners relate

theabstract sounds and forms of a language to

realpeople and places.

4) The role of motivation in ELT was proved by

expertslike Gardner and Lambert (1959:1972).

Inachieving high motivation, culture classeshave to

use agreat role because learners like cultural

basedactivities such as singing, dancing, role

playing,discussing about and doing research on

countries and peoples, etc.

5) The use of cultural based activities in

languageeducation increases learners’ not only

curiosity aboutand interest in target countries but also
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theirmotivation.

Based on the fact, we talk about learning English as a foreign language and

teaching English as a foreign language,we can not be separated from the role of

culture,in the other word,if we are teaching or learning English,we should learning

about their culture,so teaching foreign languange is teaching foreign culture,and

foreign language teacher are foreign culture teacher,and learning culture is mean

learning languange. Many students are interest in learning English as a foreign

language because the culture of the native speakers it self. Even they are not from

English Major.

Language and culture are related and interrelated in learning English as a

foreign language. Culture plays an inportant role in motivating studnets to learn

foreign language. Most English foreign Language teachers,said that cultural

awarness is mostly absen in learning process,this leads to many effect in learning

English as a foreign language. To understand the importance of of culture we need

to know to what extent cultural background knowledge influence or effecting

language learning,and how can we take advantage of that influence. It’s very clear

from the above discussions that culture and language are intercately interwoven so

that one cann not be separete the two without losing significance of etheir

language and culture.

In languange learning class room, learners need to engange the way in which

context affects what or how is communicated. Both the learners culture and the

culture in which meaning is created or communicated have ainfluence on the ways

in which possible meanings are understood.
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As we know, English is the languange most used in the word. There are some

version of English, British, American, Australian, etc. But, it’s neccesary to know

that the languange were a foreign culture and different from eastern culture.

Besides, religion is the biggest factor that become arbiter. Although we cannot

refuse that the Muslim communtiy exist in Amerika, Austtralian etc, but the don’t

represent the culture of English universally.

Most of Indonesian people are Muslim. This fact makes indonesian culture is

influenced by Islamic teaching. Because of it, there is a filter to adopt a foreign

culture in this situation. No matter the cultural aspect is important in the learning

process, the filter still wishes to understand it.Moreover, to organize Islamic

society, the goverment created curriculum that is input Islamic as a subject .

Islamic also applied in the educational system. Islamic material is one of things

that regulated in it. English learning also has to include Islamic materials. For

examples, in a text or passage of  English, the content is about local culture. After

that, many conditions create a student’s negative perception (who learns English)

toward westernculture because the student has standard to rate bad or good the

culture through their own culture. Of course, this condition makes a contradiction

with cultural awareness in learning English as a foreign language.

Whereas,in learning English, cultural awareness is a contributing factor that

influences student understanding in learning English as foreign Languange, as

explained above about the advantage of learning culture. For example, a student

needs to hear a native speaker, watch movie from target language or read articles

on their concept that's means their culture too.
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Although the Islamic concept as influenced educational system, but many

students like to improve their English skill through original source. This fact made

L2 learners in Indonesia, especially include connotation and convention level of

cultural understanding. Some students believe that cultural awareness needed to

llimit in  education . The others believe that learning native sources cannot be

refused on learning process.

Base on the explanation above, the researcher than think that it is important

thing to know student’s perception toward cultural awareness as a contributing

factor in learning English. Student perceptions are needed to know on the basis

that the student as the object of the learning process. Before entering deeply, the

key point of this question is their understanding about the culture and foreign

language acquisition.

After knowing the perception of students, hopefully, the appropriate

adjustments can be made to the success of the learning process in Cross Culture

Understanding subject as suggestion to the teacher and further information will be

helpful as the development of Cross Culture Understanding as a subject in English

Education Department of Muhammadiyah University of Makassar.

B. Problem statement

Based on the state above,this study limited the discussion by stating the

folloring problem statement:
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1. How do the learners of English as a foreign language understand about

Culture and Languange?

2. How do the Students’ of English department in Muhammadiyah

University perception toward cultural awareness as a contributing factor in

learning english as a foreign languange?

C. Objectives Of The Research

Based on the problem statement above,the researcher intends to find

outsome objective;

1. To analyze the learners understanding about culture and languange

2. To identify the students’ perception toward toward cultural awareness as a

contributing factor in learning english as a foreign languange

D. Significance Of The Research

The significant of the research is classified into two categories as follows:

1. Theoretical significance; This research is expected to be a good

knowledge,references, and information that can be implemented in

English Language Teaching and Learning, especially in cross culture

awareness

2. Practical significance

There is three practical signficance which are expected by the

researcher as follows:

1) For the teacher, this research could be a useful abour  a new

knowledge to see the perception and understanding about culture

ang languange in classroom.
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2) For the students’,it can be provide an opportunity for them to

enhancing their understanding in learning Englis as a foreign

Languange

3) For the other researcher, it can be a useful information and source

for the next research.

E. Scope of the research

This research focus on the students’ perception toward cultural awareness

as a contributing factor in Learning Englis as a Foreign Language. How ever the

researcher site was limited to English students’ in Muhammadiyah University of

Makassar that has Learn Cross-Cultural Understanding as a Subject.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Previuos Related Research Findings

The related research has been analyzed and observed by the researcher

related to the technique, approach and etc. here are the previous research.

1. Hussein and Zarei research titled ‘’The Effect of L2 Learning on

Learners' Perception of Culture’’. The study was undertaken to cast

light over EFL learners' perception of culture. To that end, a group of

English language learners was taught English through Interchange

Series and their perception of culture was assessed using a researcher

constructed questionnaire. The same questionnaire was also

administered to the parents of the same learners to detect any probable

differences. The results revealed that the EFL learners are largely

distinct from their parents in perceptions of the designated cultural

issues. While EFL learners were oriented towards Western Culture,

their parents were lopsided towards domestic issues.

2. Dr. Ibrahim Abusihab research titiled “The Effect of Cultural

Awareness on Motivating Students to Learn English as a Foreign

Languange in Jordan”. The research was undertaken to cast of the

Effect of cultural Awareness in jordan to learn English as A foreign

languange. Found that languange and culture are related and

interrelated in learning foreign languange. Culture plyas an important
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role in  motivating students to learn the foreign languange. Most EFL

Jordanian teachers remark that cultural awareness is mostly absent in

leaning process in English in Jodian schools. This leads to many

defects in teaching English as a Foreign languange.

3. Helmi research tittled “The effect of culture awareness (Aceh) as a

contributing factor in Foreign Languange Learners”. In this

research,the researcher focused on the effect of contributing factor

towards cultural awareness,and found that impossible to learn foreign

languange without culture in it.

In this research the researcher focus on the cultural awaraness as a

contributing factor in learning English As a foreign languange,it’s not about

Parents baground,and culture in above. In this research the researcher limit in

English Languange Learners.

B. Some pertinant Ideas

1. The People of Bugis and Islamic society

The Bugis,also known as the Buginese, are the main ethnic group of South

Sulawesi of Indonesia. Their dominance in number as well as the large are in

which they live has made them the most influenctial ethnic group with regard to

economi and political activities in the area. The other ethnic groups of province

are the Makassar, the Mandar, and the Toraja. The bugis are commonly know

among their neighbors and having good motivation in promoting a better life, and

this, together with the flourishing soil of their land,enables them to develop
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important roles coloring the local activities not only at the level of the province

but also in the eastern part of Indonesia as well.

The coming of Islam to the Bugis world in the latter part of the 16th

century marked a turning point of the daily life of the Bugis. Moving from the so

called pre-islamic syncretism to Islamic formalism put them, to a certain extant,

among those Insulindian peopke whose Islamic indetity is strong. And from there

on, religion has been an integral and essential part of the Bugis culture and way of

life (Pelras,1996:4). Not surprisingly then, Islam has become a foundamental

aspect of the Bugis culture.

For the Bugis, holding ethnicity as the Bugis should also devout Muslims,

some of them still preserve their pre-Islamic beliefs that to a certain extent

contradict their Islamic faith,particularly for those who follow Islamic beliefs that

to a certain extent contradict their Islamic Faith,particularly for those who follow

Islamic orthodixy. Most of those who still preserve this beliefs live paricularly in

remote villages where Muslim proselytizers,have been unable to reach the due to

the problem of communication and transportation.

The only source avalaible concerning the historical background of the

Bugis religiosity is the La Galigo Cycle. There exist some information concercing

the early life of Bugis such as some notes made by Western travelers who

mentioned the Bugis, but since they were mentioned only in passing, the

information  given by the La Galigo Cycle can be used as tentaive materials,to a

certain extent, though on the basis that the information is more fictious than

historical.
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The main religion embraced by the Bugis is Islam. About 95 percent of the

Bugis are Muslim. There are a small number of the Bugis who do not take Islam

as their religion. A Bugis community living in Amparita in the Sidenreng

Rappang Regency remains in pre-Islamic belief and is called Tolotang. The Bugis

first come into contact with islam some time before and of the 16th century

(Mattulada.1983:216-219). Since that time, the process of Islamization has taken

place throughout the Bugis area, conducted mainly by Muslim proselytizers who

eceived much support from Bugis Kingdom.

2. Concept of Perception

a. Definition of Perception

Barry (1998;48) in his study reveals that perception is the set of

process by which we recognize, organize, and make stimuli in our environment.

The key distinction between the two main theories of perception is emphasizing

each gives to the role of sensation and higher cognitive process perception.

Slameto (2003;12) found that perception is process to input message

or information to human brain by the human perception that continuously make

relation with environment. This relation is done by the five senses those are senses

of sight, sense of feeling, sense of smell, and sense of touch

In the science of psychology, there are terms of processing the

information from the observation, one of which is the perception. Perception is

psychological functions that start from the sensation, but continued with the

process of categorizing, classifying, interpreting and linking multiple stimuli at
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once. Stimuli that have been received and are grouped in such a way is then

interpreted into an individual subjective meaning (Shaleh in Mulawangsa, 2015)

According to Robbins (2003) perception as the process taken by

individual to govern and to interpret perception of sensory to give significance in

their environment. Perception can be defined as our recognition and interpretation

of sensory information. Perception also includes how we respond to the

information. We can think of perception as a process where we take in sensory

information from our environment and use that information in order to interact

with our environment. Perception allows us to take the sensory information in and

make it into something meaningful.

b. Perception Theory

In order to receive information from the environment we are equipped

with sense organs e.g., eye, ear, and nose. Each sense organ is a part of sensory

system which receives sensory inputs and transmits sensory information to the

brain. A particular problem for psychologist is to explain the process by which the

physical energy received by sense organs forms the basis of perceptual

experience. Sensory inputs are somehow converted into perceptions of desks and

computers, flowers and buildings, cars and planes; into sights, sounds, smells,

taste and touch experiences.

A major theoretical issue on which psychologist are divided is the extent

to which perceptions relies directly on the information present in the stimulus.

Some argue that perceptual processes are not direct, but depend on the perceiver’s

expectations and previous knowledge as well as the information available in the
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stimulus itself (Mc. Leoad: 2007). Grocery in Darmuh (2016) stated that

perception involves making inferences about what we see and trying to make a

best guess. Prior knowledge and past experience, he argued, are crucial in

perception. When we look at something, we develop a perceptual hypothesis,

which is based on prior knowledge. The hypotheses we develop are nearly always

correct. However, on rare occasions, perceptual hypotheses can be disconfirmed

by the data we perceive.

c. Indicators of Perception

According to Robbins (2003) there are two indicators of perception:

1. Acceptance / Reabsorbtion

The process of acceptance or reabsorbtion is indicator of perception

in psychology stage; it is about the function of the five senses in

grasping external stimulus

2. Understanding / Evaluation

The external stimuli that have been grasped will evaluate. It is a

subjective evaluation. It will be different perception of each person

environment.

3. Changes of Perception

Perception is not something static, but can change .The first change

process affected by the psychological processes of the nervous system in the

human senses.  If a stimulus not change, adaption and habituation that will be

occur affect response to a stimulus is increasingly weak. Habituation tended

psychology from receptor that less sensitive after receiving a lot of stimulus.
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While adaptation is reduced concern if the stimulus appeared many times. Stimuli

that appear regularly are more easily adapted than the appearance of irregular

stimulus.

The purpose of perception has shifted meaning. Marr in Darmuh (2016)

believed that the purpose of perception is to define information from outside

world. Shifted purpose of perception comes from an evolutionary perspective who

stated that perception is the way for creatures to enhance the chance of survival.

3. Culture

The word culture has many diffrent meanings for some it refers to an

appreciation of good literature,music,acts,and food. For biologist,it is likelly to be

colony of bacteria or othe rmicroorganisme growing in an nutricant medium in an

laboratory. However,for anthrogis and other behavioral scientics,it is

loikely,culture is the full range of learned human bahvior patterns.

‘’it is very complex and broad topic to be learnt’’. Stern (1992:180)

says‘’it is multifaceted’’. It ‘’lies at the crossroads of a number of fields of study

and academic disciplines’’. There are many different approaches to this term. The

key disciplines dealing with this topic are sociology, sociolinguistics, and

anthropology (ass cited in Valdes, Joyce Merrill, 1986:5).In sociolinguistic terms,

culture is understood as communication. It deals with ways of communication; it

means verbal and nonverbal communication as well as the social situations under

which communication takes place. In anthropological terms, culture is defined by

its characteristics which are shared by a community

1. Cross cultural understanding
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Grant and (2001:10-11) clai that “cultural differences are the main issues

in cross-cultural education.”. Without recognizing differeces in tradition and

habits among people of different ethnics, religions, localities, regions, and

countries or nations,confusion and misunderstandig will continually recr in

communication with other communities. It is tthe ability to recognize these

differences,make correct interpretation and react properly to peolple or situation

in the communication with these communities that is constitues the essence of

cross-cultural understanding. Hences,cross cuktural underdstanding is needed in

communication not only by people of different nationalities such as the

Indonesian and the English or American,but also between the indonesians coming

from different localities and culture (e.g.,the Sundanesse ang Balinese).

a. Elements of cross culture

Brown (1995) summarized the elements or visible attributes of cross culture as

follow:

1. Artifacts : the physical things that are found that have particular

symbolism for a culture,or they can also be more everyday objects,such as

the bunch of flowers in reception. The main thing is that they have special

meaning at very least for the people in the culture.

2. Strories,histories,myth,legend,jokes,with a typical story to include a bad

guy and good guy (often thye fiunder or a prototypical cultural member).

There may also be an innocent and a guilty figure ,etc. Sometime the

stories are true,at other times nobody knows.
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3. Ritual,rites,ceremonies,celebrations (procesesses or sets of actions which

are repeated in specific circumstances and with specific meaning). They

may be associating with the company events such as the release of a new

event.

4. Heroes or named people who act as prototypes,or idelized example,by

which cultural members learn of the correct or perfect behavior.

5. Symbols,and symbolic action. Symbols,is like artifacts,are things which

act as triggers to remind p eople in the culture of its rules,beliefs,and etc.

They can also be used to indicate status within culture. This in clude

clothing ,aofficer decor an so on.

6. Beliefs, assumptions and mental models. An organization and cuulture will

often share beliefs and ways of understanding the word,or the way to

understanding the word. This will helps the smooth communications and

agreements,but can also become fatal blinkers that blind veryone to

impending dangers.

7. Attitudes, is the external displays of underslaying beliefs that people use to

signal to other people of their membership.

8. Rules,norms,ethnical codes,values. The norms and values of a culture are

effectively the rules by which its members must abide or risk.

b. The Importance Of Culture In Language Teaching

According to Wel (2005:56),language has a dual characters,both as means of

communication and carrier of culture. Language withour culture is unthinkable so

is human culture without language. Language is a part of a culture and a culture is
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a part of a language,the two are intricately interwoven so that one cannot be

separate two without losing significance of ethier language or culture.

1. Culture in the classroom

English as a foreign language in indonesia. Its means that most teachers and

students have no chance to be exposed to English culture and they mostly do not

use it in their daily conversation. Ozguszel (1998:18) insits “ language is a tool for

putting culture foundation,language cannot be delvelp and survive”. Culture

includes the knowledge,beliefs,customs,and other form behavior,wich is are

acquired by an individual in communitya,and they are essential in the teaching

process. Lamdagri(1998) states that teachers should explain too the learnes that

the basic of communicaton competence as follows:

a. Appropriate,To say the right word at the right moment

b. Body language,to make sure your gestures,facial expressions,eye gale are

understable

c. Turn taking,to know when and how to interrupt during the conversation.

Language learning and cultural awaranes are relating and they lighting to be

take into consideration while designing syllabus of Foreign language shoukd

acquire good knowledge of their own culture so that the could compare it eith

foreign language.

2. Teaching culture

There is no clear method for teaching cultural context in classroom. The

curriculum planners and textbook designers ought to cultural content in text books

and to focus how to teac the linguistics features in relations to the role to link
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issues relting to the culture in TEFL classroom is necessary to link issues relating

to culture in target language curriculum together.

There are people who teach English language successfully without

professional training,seccending by virtual or by natural teaching qualities. Ideally

the professional English language teacher should have not only the required

personal qualities but also training. We can express this as follows,what the

teacher should know and what the teaher should do in EFL class. In another word

the teacher should have a knowledge of the best and most effective methods to

use.and understanding of the purpose and aim of each method he uses,and

confidence and skill in his handling them.

Vrbora (2008) insits that teaching foreign language without teaching the same

times its culture is meaningless. The learners be useless symbols is to which the

learners attaches the wrong meaning. Teacher of foreign language has an

important role in teaching its culture. He should avoid raising cultural issues that

are offensive because his role is to helps learners acquire to foreign

language/culture. They may show the differences between the native culture and

the foreign one without judging them. Learners should also understand that there

is no culture that is superior to others. This will motivate them to study foreign

culture. The following is lessons plans wich includes activities that helps learners

acquire cultural aspects of a specif topic. There are no specific prosedures about

how to teach the culture in a classroom. The teacher of a foreign language may

take these hints into consideration while teaching the nculture of foreign language.
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Integration of culture aspect into foreign language learnig is necessary to

facilites learning culture of foreign language. This helps foreign language learners

communicate with its speaker early. Turkan and Celk (2007) state if succesful

integration foreign language learners communicate with its speakers and or

second language learners of English or anyother language will be able to act

flexibility and sensibility along the line sof the cuuktural noms,that the encounter

within the target language centre.

Learners of foreign language  have a good knowledge about cultural aspects

of the foreign language culture builts the learners cultural competence which

heads to effective communication between the native language teachers and

forwign language speaker. Byram (1994) go along with this tread. They insists

that the foreign language teacher and foreign foreign culture teacher because they

learning foreign language communicative and effective.

Teaching culture has an effective role in terms of teaching linguistics and

language skills. This also helps in changing learners attitudes towards foreign

language speakers and their language. As a result,the learners may have a positive

motivation or interest in learning English as a foreign language. Learners are not

able to communicate with other users of English without having a good

knowledge in  both its culture and its linguistics components. They have to

develop awaraness of the cultural differences between English and their own

native language because acquiring knowledge of the culture of foreign language

learners become bicultural and communicate with the foreign language easily and
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effectively,to achieve goals,the teacher should create setting,so that the learners

perform the role as native language or native speakers.

For many generations of language learners, culture learning meant to

bebackground information in foreign language learning. This attitude was

presented notonly in lessons but also in textbooks. This view contrasts with the

current situation thatattributes great importance to culture learning in curricula

and academic publications (Lucie Vrbová, 2006:3).

This change in understanding of culture learning is associated with changes

insocial and political environment as culture learning is part of that complex.

O’Dowdclaims that the goals and methodologies of foreign language education

willinevitablyreflect certain beliefs on how the world should develop and what

role our learners shouldplay in this world (As cited inO’dowd Robert, 2004:11).

Skills and attitudes together with knowledge make competence. It enables

a language learner ”to develop an enriched, more complex personality and an

enhanced capacity for further language learning and greater openness to new

cultural experiences.’’ Others call this competence intercultural competence and

their definition is different. According to Byram and friends (2002:196)

intercultural competence includes five elements:

1. Attitudes: curiosity and openness, readiness to suspend disbelief

about othercultures and belief about one's own.

2. Knowledge: of social groups and their products and practices in

one's own and inone's interlocutor's country, and of the general

processes of social and individualinteraction.
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3. Skills of interpreting and relating: ability to interpret a document

or event fromanother culture, to explain it and relate it to

documents from one's own.

4. Skills of discovery and interaction: ability to acquire new

knowledge of acultureand cultural practices and the ability to

operate knowledge, attitudes and skillsunder the

constraints of real-time communication and interaction.

5. Critical cultural awareness/political education: an ability to

evaluate criticallyand on the basis of explicit criteria

perspectives, practices and products in one'sown and other

cultures and countries.

3. Languange and Culture

When learning a foreign language, studentslearn about the culture of that

language, whetheror not it is overtly included in the curriculum.This point was

made by McLeod some years ago:‘’by teaching a language...one is

inevitablyalready teaching culture implicitly (Mcleod As cited in Byram,

1986:15)”. In an article on discourse,for example, Brown questions whetheror not

language may be value-free or independent of cultural background. She

concludes:‘’there are values, presuppositions, about thenature of life and what is

good and bad in it, tobe found in any normal use of language.’’ Suchnormal

language use is exactly what mostforeign language instructors aim to teach.

Let us see now several reasons why ‘’language and culture are from the

start inseparably connected’’:
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1. Language acquisition does not follow a universal

sequence, but differs across cultures;

2. The process of becoming a competent member of

society is realized through exchanges of language in

particular social situations;

3. Every society orchestrates the ways in which children

participate in particular situations, and this, in turn,

affects the form, the function and the content of

children’s utterances;

4. Caregivers’ primary concern is not with grammatical

input, but with the transmission of socio-cultural

knowledge;

5. The native learner, in addition to language, acquires

also the paralinguistic patterns and the kinesics of his

or her culture.

Having outlined these findings, Buttjes cautions readers that ‘’as in the case

of first versus second language acquisition research, first and second culture

acquisition differ in many respects’’ (Buttjes, 1990:5). Two of his further

observations also explain just how language teaching is culture teaching.

Relationship between language and culture has been at the center of interest

of manyscientists and has undergone a profound development. The intersection of

language andculture is studied by methods of cognitive anthropology. It is

believed that even theslightest differences in the culture are encoded in its
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vocabulary.

Sapir assessed that language and culture are not correlated only to admit

later that language and our way of thinking are inseparably linked and can be

considered the same. The ideas by which he supported his presumptions could be

summarized as following: structure of cultural patterns is encoded in language of

its culture; language is a guide to ‘’social reality’’ and strongly conditions human

thinking about social problems and processes (Cakir, 2006:3). He believed that

understanding the world is determined by language habits of society.

Moreover, Whorf developed Sapir’s presumptions into what is nowadays known

as Sapir-Whorf hypothesis of linguistic relativity. This hypothesis posited that

language determines thought and the way of seeing the world:

…the background linguistic system of each language is not merely

areproducing instrument for voicing ideas but rather is itself the shaper

of ideas…We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native

language.

…We cutnature up and organize it into concepts, an ascribe

significances as we do, largelybecause we are parties to an agreement to

organize it in this way – an agreementwhich holds throughout our speech

community and is codified in the patterns ofour language. …all

observers are not led by the same physical evidence to thesame picture of

the universe, unless their linguistic backgrounds are similar, orcan in

some way be calibrated.(as cited in Hudson and Richard, 1999:101)

Whorf further suggests that users of obviously different grammars are aimed
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atdifferent observations; therefore, they are not the same as observers but have to

end up with a different world view. Principle of language determinism, way of

thinking is determined by the language of its speaker, and language relativity,

differences between languages have to mirror in the differences of its speakers’

worldview, is considered too extreme nowadays and it is clear that Wharf in his

hypothesis exaggerated.

Kitao suggests that “studying culture is a useful part of foreign language

instruction because of its influence on language and communication.” It has

benefits on language learner as it increases motivation and student’s interest in

target culture and its people, improves understanding of student’s own culture.

There has not been found any argument, according to Kitao, relating to

disadvantages of studying cultures in foreign languageclasses

C. Conceptual Framework

The study would find the students perception toward culture awareness as

contributing factor in learning English As a foreign languange . Students would

spontaneously describe their own personal opinion as their reflection of their

perception by giving quesinare . The final result,the researcher would find the the

effect by using documentation of the instrument above as a supporting data. The

conceptual framework proposed in this research can be seen in the following

chart:
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Giving Quesionare

Data analysis/perception

Observation

Kinds/intruments of the research

.

CULTURAL AWARENESS

Culture and Foreign
Languange

Culture and
Languange

Buginesse Culture and
Foreign Culture
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Research Design

This research is a descriptive-quantitative research. It’s designed with the

quantitative method and descriptive approach to present a fact about the students’

perception toward culture awareness as a contributing factor in learning English,

which was presented numerically in percentage system, which measures and

presents a fact or a phenomenon descriptively (Sugiyono, 2013:14).

Therefore research has visit to the setting to do the observation. The

researcher just wanted to know about the respondents’ perception generally. The

factual result of the survey was expected to represent the respondents’ perception.

B. Research Variables And Indicators

There are two variables in  this research,the first variable is effecting the

second variable. The first variable is students perception toward culture

Awareness ,and the second variable is culture Awareness as a contributing factors

in leaning English as foreign languange .

C. Population And Sample

1. Population

Population of this research is students of Muhammadiyah

University of  Makassar In English Department that has learning Cross

culture understanding Subject (2013).

2. Sample

Form the population above, there are 40 students’ that is selected as a
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sample of this research. It is consist students from English Department that has

learning Cross Culture Understanding as the subject. The sampling technique

used by researcher is purposisve sampling technique. Purposive sampling is

sampling technique based on specific objectives with regard traits and

characteristics of the population (Arikunto, 2006:185).

D. Research Instrument

In this research the researcher use quesionare (lingkert scale) as a research

instrument.

E. Techniques of Data Collection

It needs the experiences to be noticed, listened, or felt to show the

perception. In fact, when learning English, it means learning culture of the Native

it self. Then, the sensory data areprosessedof interpretatingperception (Noor J,

2011:2). Likewise, to show the students’ perception toward culturalawareness as

acontributing factor in learning English, it needed accurately data.

In this research, the researcher chose two techniques of data collections

that support the research method. The techniques used were, questionnaire, and

interview.

1. Questionnaire

A questionnaire is a means of eliciting the feeling, beliefs, experiences,

perceptions, or attitudes of some sample of individuals (James P, 1997:7). It is

often provided in printed form (James P, 1997:8). In the survey method,

questionnaire is one of the keys to collect the data. In this case, questionnaire

provided was closed questions. The purpose of applying this was to find out
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students’ perceptions toward cultural awareness as acontributing factor in learning

English.

Scale type that used by the researcher is the adapted from Likert Scale.

Likert Scale is the number of positive and negative questions about an attitude

object (Margono, 2004:176).Each question contains of four available options:(1)

Strongly Agree (SA), (2) Agree (A), (3) Disagree (D), and (4) Strongly Disagree

(SD).

Then questionnaires were adopted from Fortune’s questionnaire design. The

questions were modified to make them suitable to the purpose of this research. It

contains 16 questions related to the students’ perception toward culture awareness

as a contributing factor and other aspect as a supporting data in learning English,

which was given to the students to answer the questions, the students could spend

5 up to 10 minutes, in order to minimize the time for each student to answer it.

The totals of student that were sampled in this research are 40 students.

The questionnaire in this study gave to every student who became samples

in this research individually. The analysis data was based on the percentage of the

respondents’ responses and the formula used was adapted from Sugiyono

(Sugiyono, 2005:375):

P = x 100

Notation : P : Rate Percentage               n : The total number of students

F : Frequency of the score
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This formula only use in data analysis of quesionnare,the date will be in

percentage form from the percentage of the quesionnaire’s answer the research

question can answered
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. The Analysis of Questionnaire

The questionnare contained sixteen descriptions. Each questionnaire were

given to 40 students of English Departmen of Muhammadiyah University of

Makassar to grasp their perception about the Cultural Awareness as a contributing

factor in English Learning. Each of sixteen descriptions was completed by four

options that participants could choose;StronglyAgree (SA), Agree (A), Disagree

(D), and Strongly Disagree (SD). To analyze the resultsof these 40 questionnaires,

researcher used the following formula

P = x 100

Notation : P : Rate Percentage

F : Frequency of the score

n : The total number of students

The results for each question are as follow:

Table 4.1: Student’s perception about their motivation in learning
English as foreign languange in their country

No. Option F Percentage (%)
Strongly Agree 23 58%

1 Agree 12 30%

Disagree 4 10%

Strongly Disagree 1 2%

Total 40 100%
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Table 4.1 was the result of question number 1 which appeared from the

description, “Learning English as foreign languange is interesting for me”.

Its to show students motivation in

English learning. The table above explained that a large number of

participantstook the option “Strongly Agree” for this statement (58%) and there

were 4 (10%) participants disagree about the description. These results indicated

that the English student’s of Muhammadiyah university of Makassar have good

motivation to learn English.

Table 4.2: Student perception toward Islamic culture in Bugis

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 11 28%

2 Agree 24 61%

Disagree 5 11%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 40 100%

The result that was gained from description, number two was provided in

table 4.2. It came along from the description, “The culture of Bugis influenced by

Islamic aspects”. This statement designed to see their understanding about

religion. The result, mostof them were agreed. Twenty four participants tick their

strongly agreement to this statement with the amount is 28% (11 participants).

The first rank was positioned by option “Agree” with the number of electors are

24 participants (61%). 5 participants (10%) the rest of them chose “Disagree” for
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the description.These results indicated that the students of English Department

know that Islamic influenced Bugis culture.

Table 4.3: Student Perception about the relationship

between culture and language

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 8 20%

3 Agree 30 75%

Disagree 2 5%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 40 100%

The result above came from the description “I think the cultural and

language are connected in learning foreign languange specially English Foreign

Languange”. It grabbed 30 (75%) participants’ attention by putting their

agreement and 8 participants (20%) put “Strongly Agree” for this statement.

However there were 2 (5%) participants showed disagreement for this description.

These results indicated that the student understood the relationship between

language and cultural aspects inside it.

Table 4.4: Student perception about native culture

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 6 15%

4 Agree 14 36%

Disagree 16 40%
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Strongly Disagree 4 9%

Total 40 100%

The description ‘’ Most of the native culture that is not based on

Islamic values bad”.This statement to gain what their perception about outside

culture of other nations that there are Muslim became a minority. The result is,

there are 14 participants (36%) who chose option "Agree", followed by the

selection of "Strongly agree" as many as 6 participants (15%). And most

participants (40%) who disagree with this statement. So, there were 20

participants (49%) who disagree and strongly disagree with this statement, it

balanced that there were 20 participants (50%) who chose option "Strongly agree"

and "agree". It showed that the student is not fanatic to Islamic values. The writer

noticed that all of the partisipants who chose option ‘’strongly disagree’’ is

women.

Table 4.5: Student’s perception toward culture
understanding in Lerning English as foreign
language

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 0 0%

5 Agree 0 0%

Disagree 30 70%

Strongly Disagree 10 25%

Total 40 100%
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The table above showed the result from the description ‘’I think foreign

language can be learned without understanding cultural aspects.” Of the 40

participants, more than half participants chose option "Disagree" and followed

with participants who chose option "Strongly Disagree". However, there are no

participants agree or strongly disagree with this statement. These results indicated

that the students knew cultural aspects is having to learn by directly or indirectly.

Table 4.6: Student perception toward their knowledge

about culture and cross culture

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 8 20%

6 Agree 27 68%

Disagree 5 12%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 40 100%

Description number 6 is “I fully understand about culture and cross

culture”.The result in table 4.6 is ended by 68% “voice” of 27 participants who

agreed that they really understand about culture in wide definition. Different

finding was drawn by other participants,5 participants (12%) of them disagreed

about this statement and the others sure to choose option ‘’strongly agree’’. It

showed all of student in this research have a good knowledge about culture.

Table 4.7: Student perception about differences between

Bugis and native culture
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No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 10 25%

7 Agree 30 75%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 50 100%

This result came from the description “I think the culture of Bugis people

and American/British are totally different in all aspects”. The number of selectors

and percentage ensured us that 30 participants (75%) agreed that the culture of

Bugis people and American/British are totally different. It indicated the student

agreed there are many differences in culture between Bugis and American or

British.

Table 4.8: Student’s perception toward their aim in learning English

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 14 34%

8 Agree 22 54%

Disagree 4 12%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 40 100%

Table 4.8 was the result of question number 8 which appeared from the

description, “I learn English for my academic purpose.” The table above
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explained that most of participants agreed that they learn English for academic

purpose. On the next level, 14 participants (34%) stronger agreed about the

description, and 4participants (12%) the rest of them chose “Disagree” for the

description.

Table 4.9: Student’s perception toward the importance of

cultural awareness in Learning English As

foreign Languange

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 14 35%

9 Agree 26 65%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 40 100%

Description number 9 was “Cultural Awareness is needed in Learning

English As a Foreign Language”. The result in table 4.9 was ended by 65%

“voice” of 19 participants who agreed that Cultural awareness is needed in Englis

learning, additionaly about 14 respondents Strongly Agree with statement.No

different finding was found here. That indicated, mostly of respondent agreed with

description.

Table 4.10: Student’s perception about limitation in Cultural awareness

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 8 20%
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10 Agree 14 35%

Disagree 12 30%

Strongly Disagree 2 15%

Total 40 100%

The table above showed the result from the description “cultural

awareness needed with limitation in learning English As a foreign Language”.

The result is that there are 12 participants (35%) who chose option "Disagree" and

there were 14 participants (30%) who chose option "agree". Totally, about 22

participants believe cultural awareness needed with wall that became the limit.

Table 4.11: Student’s Perception toward Native

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 0 0%

11 Agree 12 30%

Disagree 24 60%

Strongly Disagree 4 10%

Total 40 100%

The description ‘’Moslty of Native culture cannot became a model for our

people” The results showed there were 24 participants (60%) who chose option

"disagree" and there were 12 participants (30%) who chose option "agree" and 4

(10%) other participants chose option "Strongtly Disagree". The results can be

concluded is, most of respondents believes not all of western culture bad.
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Table 4.12: Student’s perception about their motivation

when they speak with native speakers

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 6 14%

12 Agree 25 62%

Disagree 9 22%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 40 100%

The result which came along from description, “I am comfortable when

speaking with native speakers.” Half than of the participants showed their

agreement for this statement by putting 62% (25 participants) to option “Agree”

and 22% (9 participants) to option “Disagree”. It can be interpreted that there no

problem when student speak with native speakers.

Table 4.13: Student perception about how many times they

read nonacademic article from

American/British source

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 6 10%

13 Agree 12 30%

Disagree 18 45%

Strongly Disagree 6 15%

Total 40 100%
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The writer found half than of participants or 60% (24 participants)

disagreed with the statement “I often read nonacademic article from

American/British source”. While, 18 participants often read nonacademic article

from American/British sources. That indicated mostof them seldom read

nonacademic article from an outside source.

Table 4.14: Student perception toward their skill to differ

bad and good point from a culture

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 7 18%

14 Agree 28 70%

Disagree 5 12%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Total 40 100%

The result was gained from description number fourteen and proved on the

table above, It came from description, “I can be separate the good point and bad

point from Native culture.” Almost of students put their agreement about this

description. 28 participants (70%) agreed with this statement and only 7

participants (18%) chose “Strongly Agree”. However, there were 5 participants

(12%) that put “Disagree” for this statement. It means that they can differ between

bad and good point from Native culture.
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Table 4.15: Student perception about how many times the

lecture uses material in English Foreign

Language class from original sources

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 0 0%

15 Agree 16 40%

Disagree 22 55%

Strongly Disagree 2 5%

Total 40 100%

Table 4.15 illustrated the finding of the description “the lecture often uses

original sources in English Foreign Language class”. Mostly of participants

disagreed with the statement. Totally there were 60% sure that the lecture seldom

to give English material from original sources, from American or British.

Table 4.16: Student perception toward how the course

‘’Cross-Cultural Understanding’’ help them

in understanding Cultural Awareness in

Learning English As Foreign languange

No. Option F Percentage (%)

Strongly Agree 12 30%

16 Agree 28 70%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%
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Total 40 100%

Table 4.16 illustrated the finding of the description ‘’Cross-cultural

understanding help me understanding cultural awareness in Learning English As

Foreign Languange”. All of respondent agreed and strongly agreed with this

statement.

Table 4.16 : The Indicators of Quesionnaire

No Indicators score Percentage

1 The interesting in learning

English as a foreign language

23 58%

2 Islamic aspects in Bugis Culture 11 28%

3 Students perception about the

reation between culture and

language

8 20%

4 the students perception about

native culture

6 15%

5 Students’ perception toward

culture understanding in

learning English as a foreign

language

0 0%

6 the students’ perception toward

their knowledge about culture

and cross culture

8 20%

7 The differences between the

Culture of Bugisness and

10 25%
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B. Dicussions

Based on the description of questionnaires and interview above, the

researcher found the answer to the first research question about ‘’How do the

Learners of English Foreign Langauge in English Departmen of Muhammadiyah

University understanding about culture and Language?’’ Researcher found a

American/British

8 The purpose of learning Foreign

language

14 34%

9 The importantce of Cultural

Awareness in foreign language

learners

14 34%

10 The limit of Cultural Awareness

in English as Foreign Language

8 20%

11 The differences between Native

culture and local culture

0 0%

12 the students’ perception about

their motivation when they

speak with native speaker

6 14%

13 The knowledge about

american/british culture

6 14%

14 the students’ perception toward

their skill to differ bad and good

point from a culture

7 18%

15 The instrument and sources in

foreign language class

0 0%

16 The important of Cross-cultural

Understanding calssin English

Foreign language class

12 30%
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highly significant result in which the majority of students understood and have a

good knowledge toward culture and language. It can be seen in several

questionnaires, there were number two and five.

The statement are :“I fully understand about culture and cross culture’’,

and ‘’I think the cultural and language are connected in Learning Foreign

Languange specially English Foreign Language’’. Overall, based on data above,

most of participants have a good understanding about relationship between

language and culture. Additionally, the researcher asked them why cultural aspect

is important and got some interesting answers.

Based on the calculations, researcher can conclude that 85% participants or

almost half number of students were good understanding toward culture and

language. Even 5 participants chose option “Disagree” and no one chose option

“Strongly disagree” from two statements about their understanding toward culture

and language.

The second research question was‘’How do the students of  English

Department in Muhammadiyah University’s perceptio toward cultural awareness

as a contributing factor in?’’The researcher found some differences of view of this

question. To gain the perception about cultural awareness as a contributing factor

in learning English, the researcher checked out several statements there are:

1. I think language can be learned without understanding about

culture aspects. This description is number four in

questionnaire. The writer gave option ‘’strongly agree’’,

‘’agree’’, ‘’disagree’’ and ‘’strongly disagree’’. The result were
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30 (70%) participants chose option ‘’disagree’’ and the remnant

chose option ‘’strongly disagree’’ from 40 participants. Its

showed that, nobody think language can be learned without

understanding the culture behind it.

2. Cultural awareness is needed in Learning English As Foreign

Languange. This statement is number eight in questionnaire.

The results were about 26 respondent agreed with this

statement, and the others surely agreed by chose option

‘’strongly agree’’. It’s clear, the students believe English

learning need cultural awareness to study it.

3. Cultural awareness needed to limitation in Learning English As

Foreign Languange. One of the important point is ‘’are there a

limit in cultural awareness to EFL learners?’’ This statement

based on the definition of cultural awareness itself. So many

variation of this description. The biggest result is that there are

14 participants (35%) who chose option "Disagree" and there

were 12 participants (30%) who chose option "agree". Totally,

about 22 participants believe cultural awareness needed

limitation and the others about 18 participants believe,

limitation unnecessary in English learning.

Based on the expleantion above, the students of English Department in

Muhammadiyah University of Makassar believes that cultural awareness cannot

be separated with English learning. They have a good understanding about
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cultural awareness. Moreover, The researcher sure Cross-cultural Understanding

subject’s help them to understood cultural awareness. It showed the result, that

there is no participant says in disagreement.

As shown in this Research , it may be claimed that culture as inseparable

part of the language can penetrate into the language learners' modes of thinking

and feeling, and consequently release as behavioral outputs. Of course, it must be

noted that these remarks are not supposed to verify the strong version of language

and culture interface which stresses the interdependence of the two for learning

the language (acculturation). This point seems to require a different research

design to come up with reliable results. The researcher agreed with Brown

statement thatcultural learning is a process through which language learners come

to experience, perceive, interpret and feel the world around (Brown 2007).

On the whole, the results reached in this research are to be taken as

suggestive rather than definitive as a multitude of issues might work for or against

any attempts made for illumination of the culture-language relationship. Also,

thought learners of English are brought up by local culture and Islamic aspects

provided is believed to be sometimes stringent and meticulous we need to

remember that the mass media, society in general, school as an important

nurturing milieu, and over all structure of the new generation life style fostered by

the peer pressure may all variably account for the cultural changes the youth

experience. The English language books may be considered one crucial factor

among many others. Also, the reader needs to remember that there are lots of

other factors which may have affected the results in this Research,ranging from
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specificity of instrument, subjects, cultural contexts, to subjects' age, gender,

number, sociocultural and University backgrounds. Therefore, the results of the

study have to be cautiously interpreted or generalized
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter consists of two sections, the first section dealt with the

conclusion of findings of the research and the other one deal with suggestion.

Moreover, the researcher adds some suggestions for the best English learning in

the English department of Muhammadiyah University of Makassar as the pioneer

to teach and train professional English teacher, and the other researchers who are

interested in developing this issue or any related issues in the future works.

A. Conclusion

As already mentioned in the first chapter on this thesis, the aims of this

study were to find out the students’ perception toward cultural awareness as a

contributing factor in Learning English As a Foreign Language. In this chapter,

the researcher would like to conclude the data obtained in the previous chapters.

There were some points to be concluded in this chapter as follows:

1. This research has shown that the majority of students in this study

had a good motivation to learn English As Foreign Language.

2. According to the research, the majority of student as a foreign

languange learner has a good understood about cultural awareness

and Cross Culture Understadning to supporting their academin on

learning English as a foreign language.

3. the student’s believes its impossible learning English without

cultural aspect in it, beacause in fact learning a foreign languange its
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mean learning foreign culture.  A part of them believes that cultural

awareness need a limit.

B. Suggestion

Based on the result of the data analysis and conclusion for the sake of

improving the pedagogical process in English learning, especially in cross-cultural

understanding class, the researcher suggestes as follows:

1. The researcher suggest that the lecturers choose the materials in

English class that appreciate with local culture in Foreign languange

class,beacause it is helping the student to learn efectively.

2. The researcher suggests that cross-cultural understanding class

should be give more attention about cultural awareness.

3. The researcher suggest that subject of Cross Culture Understanding

not only learn on just one semester.

4. The researcher suggest that the Subject of Cross Culture

understanding should give to the new students in English

Department as an introduction from them before learn another

subject in English Foreign Language Class.
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